
Objective Reinforcement Plan Name:_____________ 

CUrrentqlld Circuits 

8.1 Define, distinguish, and discuss current, 
voltage, resistance, voltmeter, ammeter, short 
circuit, alternating current, direct current 

8.2 Solve numerical/relationship problems 
involving Ohm's Law. 

8.3 Simplify series circuits and solve for total 
values or individual element values of current, 
voltage, and resistance 

8.4 Simplify parallel circuits and solve for total 
values or individual element values of current, 
voltage, and resistance 

8.5 Calculate the power used by series and 
parallel circuits. 

8.6 Define, distinguish, and discuss series and 
parallel circuits and the differences between 
them. 

8.7 Discuss and apply circuit concepts 
household scenarios. 

8.8 Simplify complex circuits and solve for total 
values or individual element values of current, 
Voltage, and resistance 

1 )Read book: 19.1 !, £8.1 ) 

Create a vocab note sheet. J 
?I. 1-34/ . ~ 

1) Read book: ~ 
Create a main idea detail diagram 
2) MOP-Circuits SubLev:4,S 
3) Text problems pg ~ ",q8 
1) Read book: 19:. is 2 and create 

two column notes on the sections' 

2) MOP-Circuits SubLev:9,12 " 
S . 2-3$. ~ 

1) Read book: pg 7" Plio 3S 
Create a main idea detail diagram 
2) MOP· Circuits SubLev:10,12 

2) MOP Circuits SubLev: 
1,2,3 

-a)~ ."" ttZ(, 
4) Read TPC: Electricity 3c and 

Show work for the check your 
understanding 

31.~A. -3" 
3) Text problems pg""'" , l 
4) Read TPC: Electricity 4c and 
show your work for the CYU 

3) Text problems pg ~ 
4) Read TPC: Electricity 4d and 
show work for the CYU 

1) Text Problems pg *iii 1 '~ "1..d. 110 

"\~ : :7 ' ,:70'" 
1) Read book: -~ Write a one 

sentence summary for each major 
topic 

MOP- Circuits SubLev:ll 

3) Text Problems pg ~ 
4) Read TPC: Electricity 4e and 
show your work for CYU 

" , ~1 - 03 

If you score below a 52% on any objective of any of the quizzes, then you are required to complete the bolded reinforcements . You also will need to choose one of the italicized 

options and complete it. These reinforcements will be due the day of the test stapled to the back of this page. If you score below a 52% on any objective for the review test, 

there is no required work to complete but you SHOULD look back to some of these reinforcements. 

TPC ==Tutorials found at www.physicsclassroom.com 

MOP == Minds on PhYSics found at www.physicsclassroom.com (be sure to print the success screen by clicking Pri Sc on the function keys and pasting that into a word document) 

CYU == Check your understanding questions at the end of a tutorial 

http:www.physicsclassroom.com
http:www.physicsclassroom.com
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